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VRG begins rubber exploitation in Cambodia
Posted on JANUARY 17, 2014  Written by VIETNAMPLUS

In 2014, the Vietnam Rubber Group (VRG) wil l  purchase an additional 11,220 hectares of rubber trees in
Cambodia as it strives to gain 100,000 ha in the neighbouring country, according to VRG General Director
Tran Ngoc Thuan.
This is part of the group’s effort to intensify its rubber cultivation programme in the country.

This year, the two VRG subsidiaries of Tan Bien – Kampongthom and Hoang Anh – Mang Yang K are
scheduled to exploit 256 ha of rubber trees.

Last year, the Hoang Anh-Mang Yang K company built a rubber processing plant to purchase and handle
latex rubbers of local plantations and enterprises in Cambodia.

Member companies of Tan Bien, Phuoc Hoa, Ba Ria, Chu Se-Kampong Thom, Dong Phu, and Dong Nai –
Kratie are deploying the construction of rubber processing plants in a bid to fulfill  their rubber targets in
2015 and 2016.

By 2013, the VRG had planted 78,622 ha of rubber trees in total in Cambodia and 18,958 ha in Laos.

The group’s rubber planting programmes in Cambodia and Laos have not only generated economic and
social benefits but also helped strengthen the friendly cooperation between Vietnam and the nations.

The VRG has invested 30 mill ion USD in the construction of roads, water plants, power system, schools and
hospitals in Cambodia, granting a total of over 2 mil l ion USD to the country’s social welfare programmes as
well as creating more than 20,000 jobs for Cambodian people.-VNA
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Related stories
Another steel fishing vessel handed over to fisherman
PANO - Fisherman Tran Van Chau in Hai Chinh commune, Hai Hau district, Nam Dinh province
on April  18th received a steel fishing vessel, coded Hai Au 02, from the Song Dao
Shipbuilding Industry Joint Stock Company of the Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (SBIC).
The ceremony to hand over the Hai Au... [Read more]

Hoang Anh 01 handed over
A ceremony of handing the steel fishing boat over to the fisherman Mai Van Thanh in Binh
Chanh commune, Binh Son district, Quang Ngai Province has been held on Thursday morning,
April  10. Invested by Vinashin and built by the Nha Trang Shipbuilding Company Limited, the
vessel namely Hoang Anh... [Read more]

Social News Headlines 12/4
Hai Phong rewards police for drug bust Authorities in the northern port city of Hai Phong yesterday
rewarded a police team VND20 mill ion ($948) for seizing more than 6kg of methamphetamine in a drug
bust. On Wednesday, the police team arrested two drug dealers and seized the methamphetamine after a
raid on... [Read more]

Quang Ngai fishermen receive first steel fishing ship
A modern steel fishing vessel was handed over to fishermen in the central province of Quang
Ngai on April  10, as part of efforts to promote offshore fishing and catch quality. The vessel
was one of the first six ships of its kind built by the Shipbuilding Industry Corporation
(Photo: VNA) ... [Read more]

First steel fishing vessel in Quang Ngai launched
The Vietnam Shipbuilding Industry Group (Vinashin) have launched the first steel fishing
vessel coded Hoang Anh 01, for fishermen in the central province of Quang Ngai. Photo for
i l lustration. Source: vinashin.com.vn The 25.2m long, 7.5m wide and 3.6m high ship has a
total dead weight of 120 tons and a capacity of... [Read more]

Vietnam, Germany strengthen
cooperation on healthcare sector
(CPV) -The health program of German
Development Cooperation GIZ and its
partners from the Administration for
Medical Services (AMS) under the
Vietnam's Ministry of Health (MoH) hosted
an annual review meeting in Hanoi on
March 13. The event also marked the kick-
off of the second phase of the cooperation
program as... [Read more]

Art & Entertainment News Headlines 10/3
Preserving Duong Lam ancient vil lage The Hanoi municipal People's Committee has unveiled
a plan to preserve and uphold the traditional values of Duong Lam ancient vil lage in Son Tay
town. Under the plan, Duong Lam vil lage - a natural heritage site - wil l  be preserved in a bid
to maintain its original... [Read more]

Japan Cherry blossom festival fascinates local youth
(VOV) -People came in droves to see more than 200 fresh Japanese cherry branches on the
opening day of the festival in Hanoi on March 8. Cherry Blossom Festival to open in Ha Long
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Japan's cherry blossom project progressing in Hanoi The two-day event, sponsored by the
Vietnam-Japan Exchange Culture... [Read more]

Head coach Guillaume Graechen continues his career with U19 squad
(CPV) - Knowing as a "major architect" of the success of the U19 Vietnam football squad in
2013, French head coach Guil laume Graechen wil l  continue his career with a new generation
of the squad in the future. His name was reported many times last year. The 37-year-old
football expert has demonstrated... [Read more]

Gia Lai strikes one-year deal with Nigerian Timothy
Two-time V-League champions Hoang Anh Gia Lai have signed a one-year deal with Nigerian Timothy
Ajembe from the Ninh Binh team after a two-week trial, confirmed the team's coach Nguyen Tan Anh.
Timothy, 26, who has played in the top-rated Vietnamese football championship league for five years, is the
first... [Read more]
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Nam Con Son 2 gas pipeline receives 280 million USD in funding
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